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time to fret about corporate debt and stock prices?

While the job market looked strong in May, consumption seems to be slowing. Worrywarts to 
the contrary, the labor market is far from tight, but some other indicators are looking a little late 
cycle-ish. 

Dollars flowing through the gray, off-the-books economy may have  doubled in recent years, 
but the only sector with a growing share is under-reported business income. There’s little evi-
dence of a vast increase in regular folks working off the grid.

State-level payroll and sales tax collections are holding up, but do not suggest an ac-
celeration in the pace of economic activity. And there’s some worrisome slippage in 
the housing-bubble states.

Consumption trends look to be slowing. Sales tax receipts are bucking revenue esti-
mators’ expectations for a pick-up, and the moving averages in the Census Bureau’s 
official Retail Sales reports have been declining since 2012.

The Federal Reserve’s Financial Accounts of the United States, shows nonfinancial 
corporate debt and interest burdens on the rise, household deleveraging slowing (but 
balance sheets looking better), and the stock market looking richly valued indeed.

The Federal Open Market Committee lowered their projection for 2014 GDP by 0.7pp 
at their June meeting, a smart move based on the Bureau of Economic Analysis’s 
most recent downward revision of Q1 GDP to -2.9%.

Diesel fuel sales, a reliable forward indicator of total and manufacturing employment, 
rose 5.1% from a year earlier in the November-January stretch (the most recent avail-
able data), an encouraging signal for future job growth.
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the employment landscape 
Although the employment numbers from the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) were solid in 
the spring months, our survey of state payroll 
tax collections does not suggest an accelera-
tion in the pace of hiring. Bonuses inflated 
payroll tax collections early in the year, and 
tax-avoidance behavior in late 2012 led to 
much larger declines in final and estimated 
payments in April 2013 than anticipated. Now 
that these big moves are behind us, the land-
scape looks a lot flatter. With the weather-re-
lated dip and rebound out of the way, we’re 
pretty much where we would be had we just 
extrapolated the May–November trend out 
another six months.

In May, 51% of the states in our survey met 
or exceeded their forecasted withheld tax 
collections, down from April’s 70%, and 60% 
reported growth over the year, down from 
April’s 93%. The annual revenue change was 
a sluggish +0.4%, compared to April’s +1.1%, 
and forecasts were missed by an average of 
-1.0%. Our contacts generally expected some 
softening in receipts now that we’re back to 
standard income—and they got it. But con-
tinued weakness against revenue forecasts is 
a concern.

The housing bubble states report withheld 
taxes are holding up, but have some con-
cerns about sales receipts. The Midwestern 
manufacturing states had a pretty weak 
month across the board. And, in a surpris-
ing shift, withheld receipts in two states with 
booming energy extraction operations have 
been missing the mark.

Employers added 217,000 jobs in May, a re-
turn to the 200,000-neighborhood trend af-
ter April’s burst. Total employment has finally 
passed its pre-recession peak, though private 
payrolls managed to hit that milestone in 
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FOUR EMPLOYMENT INDICATORS

The Conference Board’s ETI leads payroll growth by 
about three months. It appears here with permission.
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March. Goods production was weaker than 
it’s been recently, with construction adding 
just 6,000 (10,000 below its average over 
the last year) and manufacturing up 10,000. 
Private services were up 198,000, almost 
30,000 above its recent average. Wholesale 
trade was up 10,000; retail, 13,000 (half its 
recent average); transportation and ware-
housing, 16,000; finance, 3,000; professional 
and business services, 55,000 (in line with its 
recent average); and leisure and hospitality, 
39,000 (slightly above average). Educational 
and health services were up a strong 63,000, 
with all its major subsectors showing unusual 
vigor: health care added 34,000, educational 
services, 8,000, and social assistance, things 
like child and elder care, 21,000 (all two to 
three times their recent averages). Informa-
tion fell by 5,000. Government added just 
1,000, with local government gains offsetting 
losses at the federal and state levels.

A look at the state-level data shows that 20 
states reported statistically significant moves 
in employment, including 17 increases and 3 
declines. Colorado, Georgia, Iowa, Kentucky, 
and Texas reported significant increases 
in employment in both April and May, and 
Florida reversed course, dropping 18,000 jobs 
after gaining 34,000 in April (this is a noisy 
series). The largest percentage increases took 
place in West Virginia, 1.5%, Maine, 0.8%, and 
Delaware, 0.7%. Largest percentage decreases 
in South Dakota (-0.5%), and in Arizona, New 
Hampshire, and Wyoming, all down 0.3%.

Returning to the national data, the workweek 
was unchanged at 34.5 hours, the high end 
of its range over the last six years, though it 
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Job flows at the national level were mixed. 
Graphed on p. 5 are the monthly flows out 
of employment and unemployment. (We 
use a three-month moving average because 
the monthly figures can be volatile, as are all 
household employment stats.) The news for 
people with jobs is pretty good: the share of 
the employed becoming unemployed the 
following month is well down from its ear-
ly-2009 peak—from just under 2% to just over 
1%, which is the low end of the series’ histori-
cal range. 

But the news for the unemployed isn’t so 
good. While the share of the jobless find-
ing work from one month to the next is well 
up from its recession low of around 16%, it 
remains closer to recession bottoms than 
expansion peaks. And, although the gap 
has narrowed substantially, the share of the 
unemployed exiting the labor force remains 
higher than the share finding work. We’d 
never seen the share dropping out higher 
than the share finding work before the lines 
crossed in late 2008/early 2009. 

The Job Openings and Labor Turnover Series 
report, released in early June, showed job 
openings up 0.2pp relative to employment, 
and separations unchanged. 

Over the course of the recovery, hires and 
quits have been the laggards: while job open-
ings are up 108% from their trough, quits 
have managed only a 52% increase, and hires 
are up just 30% from their trough. And the 
quit rate, an important measure of worker 
confidence, hasn’t moved since its 0.1pp 
increase in February. At 1.8% of total employ-
ment, it is just 0.2pp above year-ago levels. 
As we often note, this is something the FOMC 
watches carefully, and the quit rate is not 
flashing signals of impending wage pressures. 
Workers are behaving as if the unemploy-
ment rate is more like 7.6% than its current 
6.3%. The labor market is still far from fully 
healed.

hasn’t seen 34.6 since May 2008. Aggregate 
hours were up 0.2% for the month and 2.1% 
for the year, close to long-term averages. Av-
erage hourly earnings were up 0.2%, and the 
three-month moving average fell from 0.2% 
to 0.1%. For the year, average hourly earn-
ings were up 2.1%, in line with the 2012–2013 
average. 

The household survey showed much less 
fizz: both the participation rate and the em-
ployment/population ratio were unchanged, 
and remain well below their pre-recession 
peaks. Were the employment/pop ratio to 
regain that old peak, almost 10 million more 
people would have jobs. Yes, some of that 
is the result of the population aging, but it 
hasn’t aged that much in just six years. 

The unemployment rate was unchanged at 
6.3%. A sharp decline in the number of job 
losers was offset by a sharp rise in the num-
ber of unemployed reentrants. In a possible 
sign of growing labor market confidence, the 
number of voluntary leavers rose 91,000 to 
its highest level in six months. (See JOLTS 
note below.) “Hidden” unemployment was 
down, and the broad U-6 unemployment 
rate down 0.1pp to 12.2%, its lowest level 
since October 2008.

At the state level, of the seven statistically 
significant changes in unemployment rates, 
five were declines and two, increases. Cali-
fornia’s 0.2pp decrease was clean in that the 
labor force held steady while the number 
of unemployed fell, as was Montana’s, but 
Utah’s force fell more than did the number 
of unemployed, so not a good thing. Both 
Illinois and Massachusetts’s 0.4pp decreases 
were enhanced by labor force withdrawal. 
Increases in Georgia (0.3pp) and Virginia 
(0.2pp) appear to be the result of would-be 
workers going back on the hunt, and so are 
probably good news.
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consumption trend WeakeninG
In May, 63% of the states in our survey met 
or exceeded their forecasted sales tax collec-
tions, a bit weaker than April’s 67%, and 89% 
reported growth over the year, an expected 
slip from April’s 95%. Average annual revenue 
growth was largely unchanged at 4.5%, fol-
lowing April’s 4.7%, but the margin from fore-
cast contracted to -1.0%, from April’s 0.0%. 

The slip in the margin from forecast means 
growth is slowing a bit when revenue fore-
casters had expected it to move up. We’re 
seeing some weakening in sales tax collec-
tions in the housing bust states.

For a while making sales forecasts was a 
shoo-in for the energy extraction states in 
our survey, but no longer. Only one energy-
rich state in our survey has consistently 
made sales forecast this year; others, includ-
ing one with heavy fracking activity, are 
missing forecasts. Sales receipts continue 
a sawtoothed pattern in the Midwestern 
manufacturing states. States with the larg-
est investment banking centers reported the 
strongest revenues in May. We’re still moving 
through a stretch with lopsided contribu-
tions from various sectors, energy, autos, 
manufacturing, investment banking, but so 
far, outside energy, they haven’t been able to 
move consistently together. (Click here for 
more info.)

May retail spending was much weaker than 
expected, showing that overall spending was 
up 0.3%, and up just 0.1% excluding autos. It 
seems that the March bump was a reaction 
to winter weakness; the three- and twelve-
month retail trends are slowing. When sales 
moved from recovery to a comparative head 
of steam in 2011, the quarter-to-quarter 
comparisons averaged 1.8%, and the year-to-
year, 7.8%. In 2012 that weakened to 1.1% and 
5.2%; in 2013 to 1.0% and 4.8%; and so far this 
year to 0.7% and 3.0%. 
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on the health of the economy, it reads more 
like a lament on the condition of our public 
sphere.

As Feige said in an interview: “One of the 
major problems not addressed about under-
ground economies is that they tend to break 
down the social fabric…. Young people are 
particularly disillusioned with politics now…. 
They are convinced the future is not going to 
be as bright as the present, and that can be 
very, very dangerous.” 

Clearly there are many people grabbing what 
they can off the books, and accountants are 
doing their best to earn their keep, but none 
of the research suggests a big upswing in the 
percentage of people working underground. 
The only contributor to see a large increase 
in share of the total gap was the under-
reporting of corporate income, which rose 
from 9% to 15% between 2001 and 2006. 
(That was a correction the IRS made for 
under-reporting such income in their prior 
release.)About 40% of the tax gap comes 
from under-reporting of corporate and busi-
ness income through pass-through entities, 
which has no relation to wage jobs, 

And lots of the people working off the books 
lost full-time work with benefits, so we 
are not sure they are thriving. If your busi-
ness plans depend on a healthy consumer, 
we would suggest that although the dollar 
amounts are rising, the gray economy’s share 
of the economy has not changed that much, 
and the official series on incomes continue 
to tell most of the story..

Recently there’s been renewed speculation 
about the size of the gray economy, off-the-
books activities that contribute to the tax gap, 
the difference between taxes collected at 
the long-standing 83% compliance rate, and 
what they would be at full compliance. 

Of course, people have always left income 
unreported whenever possible, but when 
University of Wisconsin’s Edgar L. Feige, the 
“grandfather of grey-economy research,” 
commented recently that the size of the tax 
gap has probably doubled since 1997, he got 
the media’s attention.

A paper written by Feige and Richard Cebula, 
of Jacksonville University, sets the under-
ground economy at about $2 trillion, produc-
ing a $500 billion tax gap ($600 billion if you 
include $100 billion attributable to offshore 
tax havens). That’s pretty close to the annual 
deficit. According to the IRS, which estimates 
the gap to be a bit smaller at $450 billion, 
about 84% of the gap comes from under-
reporting, 10% from under-payment, and 6% 
from non-filing.

Feige and Cebula estimate that the 18 to 
19% of total reportable income that doesn’t 
make it onto tax returns is closing in on the 
24% rate following WWII, when price con-
trols and rationing conspired to produce the 
largest underground economy on record. 
Since then, unreported income had fallen to 
around 15% in the 1950s through the 1970s, 
before starting its recent climb. 

The paper hovers over the reasons for tax 
evasion, and points out that the resultant 
shifting of the tax burden onto honest pay-
ers and future generations, coupled with the 
increase in public debt and a decrease in 
public services, leads to greater discontent 
with government. Although Feige and Ce-
bula’s research is often framed as an all-clear 

shades of Gray

http://www.ssc.wisc.edu/econ/archive/wp2011-1.pdf
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And now for our review of The Federal Re-
serve’s Financial Accounts of the United 
States,. Highlights for the first quarter of 2014:

• nonfinancial corporate debt rises, as does 
interest burden;
• household deleveraging slows, but balance 
sheets looking better;
• stock market looking even more richly val-
ued than 2013Q4

debt by sector
As the first graph shows, only two major 
sectors saw their debt/GDP ratios rise—the 
U.S. government and the nonfinancial cor-
porations. The federal ratio had declined in 
early 2013, but started rising again in the third 
quarter: it will surprise no one that it set an-
other high since the Fed’s quarterly numbers 
begin in 1952. Note: The Federal deficit is 
down 30% y/y as of May, and poised to come 
in at 2.8% of nominal GDP in 2014.

But the rise in corporate debt has gotten less 
attention. The sector’s debt/GDP ratio is up 
by 6 points over the last two years, and by 13 
points over the last 10. 

The household debt ratio was unchanged for 
the quarter, only the second time that has 
happened since early 2009. State and local 
government debt declined, but the financial 
corporate debt ratio continued its long de-
cline, back to levels last seen in 2001.

households
Although household deleveraging (measured 
relative to GDP) paused in the first quarter, 
household balance sheets improved overall. 
Net worth was up 1.5% in real terms in the 
first quarter, as assets rose 1.3% in value and 
liabilities declined by 0.2%. Leading the rise 
on the asset side was housing, as the value of 
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household real estate increased 3.6% in real 
terms; financial assets were up just 0.7%. 

Measured relative to after-tax income, the 
value of household real estate rose, as did 
major financial assets and business holdings. 
(See graph at left.) On the liability side, con-
sumer credit was little changed, and mort-
gage burden declined. As a result, overall net 
worth rose to 642% of after-tax income, not 
far from the 2006 all-time high of 661%. Strip-
ping out the value of housing and mortgage 
debt as well as consumer durables, that nar-
rower version of net worth rose to 518% of 
after-tax income, surpassing the 2006 record 
by more than 10 percentage points. (The Fed 
includes consumer durables among house-
hold assets, which makes some sense—but 
they’re illiquid, produce no income, and typi-
cally depreciate quickly, so their economic 
value is of an entirely different sort from 
housing or financial assets. That’s why we 
run a series without them.) 

This is a remarkable recovery—and given 
strong participation of housing, it’s not just 
the upper brackets that are feeling a little 
richer. The improvement in housing is strik-
ingly visible in the graph on p. 7: average 
home equity rose to 54% in the quarter, up 
almost 6 points for the year and 17 from the 
low in 2009.

As the graph on p. 7 shows, households 
are gingerly borrowing again after a long 
retrenchment. Though mortgage borrow-
ing has essentially been flat over the last 
few quarters, consumer credit has picked 
up—new borrowings were 1.6% of after-tax 
income in the quarter, and the four-quarter 
average is slightly above pre-crisis levels. 

nonfinancial corporations
The corporate sector is starting to look a little 
late-cycle-ish. Corporate profitability (defined 
as pre- and after-tax profits from the national 
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income accounts divided by the value of the 
tangible capital stock from the financial ac-
counts) looks to have rolled over; both are 
now down about a percentage point from 
their 2012 high. This measure is something of 
a long leading indicator—it generally peaks a 
year or three ahead of the broader economy. 
While it does bounce around some, we are 
almost two years past its peak.

Picking up on our earlier point about rising 
corporate debt levels, the interest share of 
profits is surprisingly high. It may be smart to 
lock in low interest rates, but in the first quar-
ter, interest payments took up 28.3% of pretax 
profits, a large share considering how low in-
terest rates are. Baa bond rates averaged 5.1% 
in the first quarter. At earlier times when the 
interest bite was around current levels, inter-
est rates were anywhere from 2 to 4 points 
higher than they are today. That means that 
U.S. corporations are quite vulnerable to any 
significant rise in interest rates. It seems like 
this extended period of low rates has induced 
a complacency among management.

stocks
Stock valuations continue to rise. (We’ll take 
a broader look at this in our upcoming is-
sue.) The graph to the left shows U.S. enti-
ties’ holdings of stocks as a percentage of 
GDP. The “total” includes holdings of foreign 
stocks, which, at 202% of GDP, is 20 points 
higher than the 2006 peak, Take out foreign 
stocks, and the value of domestic stock (in-
cluding shares held by foreigners) was 163% 
of GDP—14 points higher than 2006, 20 
points shy of the 2000 peak, and more than 
2.5 times the 1952–94 average. These are rich 
valuations, and suggest, if not Armageddon, a 
long period of sluggish returns ahead.

The corporate sector and the stock market 
look quite vulnerable to unpleasant shocks 
(unlike households, which look to be in much 
sounder shape).
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The Federal Highway Administration’s 
(FHWA) most recent release of sales data for 
diesel fuel showed a 5.0% gain, down from 
December’s reading of 7.3%. But 38 states 
showed gains in January, compared to 32 the 
previous month, taking the diffusion index 
(see graph to left) up to 74.5 from December’s 
63.7. The twelve-month moving average of 
this noisy series shows a rising trend over the 
last eight months; the index has been above 
50 for five months. This implies an accelera-
tion of growth in the coming months.

As the second graph shows, New England 
and the Great Lakes have experienced the 
strongest growth in the latest three-month 
period, with only the Mideast showing a de-
cline. In four of the regions, the three-month 
reading exceeds the six-month measure, a 
sign of a pickup in growth.

Diesel sales perform well as a leading indi-
cator of employment, both overall and in 
manufacturing specifically (see third graph 
to left). The red diesel line has been in a 
strong uptrend since March 2013, with only 
a modest stumble in May 2013. While overall 
employment growth decelerated modestly 
in the first five months of 2014, manufactur-
ing employment has been accelerating. And 
given the trajectory of the diesel trend, we 
can expect a firming labor market ahead.

Some states publish their own fuel tax and 
sales statistics prior to the release of the 
FHWA data. They’re graphed at the bottom 
left. (Data are available through February 
2014 for California and through March 2014 
for the other states.) For the year, California’s 
sales were flat, Wisconsin’s were down, but 
the other three states showed decent growth. 

diesel sales continue moVinG upWard
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In the release after the June 18 meeting, the 
FOMC lowered its GDP growth projections 
for this year to 2.1–2.3%—but, paradoxically, 
lowered its projections for unemployment 
as well, to 6.0–6.1%. They also lowered their 
estimates for long-term GDP growth and 
unemployment slightly. Bond purchases were 
reduced from $45 billion a month to $35 bil-
lion. None of this is a surprise—nor was the 
policy statement: continued improvement in 
economic conditions, inflation below long-
range targets, unemployment still “elevated,” 
and confidence that policy will keep down-
ward pressure on long-term rates.

In April, the yield curve didn’t budge at the 
short end, but fell by up to 15bps at the lon-
ger end. The short end is hardly changed 
from a year ago, but once you get out a few 
years, you really see a rise, especially at the 
middle. This steepening of the yield curve is 
consistent with stronger growth.

Over the shorter term, long rates have been 
falling. Rates on 30-year Treasuries fell every 
month between January and May, and were 
50bps below their level in December 2013. 
You might expect otherwise, given the Fed’s 
gradual withdrawal from the market, but so 
far, the credit markets are rather placid.

Risk premia rose slightly in the month, with 
the high-yield master and A-rated spreads 
over 10-year Treasuries picking up 5bps. But 
over the year, risk premia are down substan-
tially, and are low by historical standards. 

The dollar has been weakening slightly over 
the last several months, according to the 
Fed’s trade-weighted dollar indexes. Both the 
broad and major indexes are down almost 
1% over the three months ending in May. But 
what’s most striking about the dollar graph is 
its stability over the last seven years of bub-
ble, bust, and slow recovery.
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Total employment was up 1.7% in the year 
ending in May 2014. This measure has been 
stuck at 1.7–1.8% for almost two-and-a-
half years, which is just 0.1 point above the 
1980–2007 average. That’s good news, but 
we’ll need a lot more of this to bring the 
employment/population ratio back to its pre-
recession level. More on this in the next issue 
of Sightlines. 

The unemployment rate was unchanged 
in May, but it’s down 1.2 points over the 
last year, and is now just 0.2 point above its 
1980–2007 average. 

Retail sales (which are uncorrected for infla-
tion) rose 4.3% for the year ending in May, in 
line with the 2013 average, but well under its 
1980–2007 average of 5.5%. Taking out autos, 
gas, and building materials (a close proxy for 
consumption in the national income ac-
counts), sales were up just 3.0%, considerably 
below the 1980–2007 average of 5.1%, and 
0.4 point below the 2013 average. With in-
comes weak and households still rebuilding 
their balance sheets, it looks like consump-
tion has settled into a more moderate pace 
than it was during the credit-fueled decades.

Headline inflation has been drifting higher af-
ter dipping below the 1% level last October. It 
was 2.1% for the year ending in May—higher 
than the 2013 average of 1.5%, but lower than 
the early days of the recovery. Core inflation 
has shown a much more modest rise since 
that October 2013 low—1.9% for the year 
ending in May, compared with 1.7% in Octo-
ber. There is no sign of wage pressure, sug-
gesting that the Fed’s confidence in inflation 
remaining contained is well-placed.

And although we don’t graph it, it’s worth 
pointing out that capacity utilization in man-
ufacturing, a classic indicator of inflationary 
pressures, was 77.7% in May, 1.1 point below 
its 1980–2007 average. No sign of imminent 
inflation here either.
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